
 

 

Speaker CV 

Dragos Bratasanu is an internationally renowned award winning space scientist and 
consultant. He is the Founder & President of Lightman Consulting, company focused on 
providing cutting-edge sustainable solutions for enhancing personal and organizational 
performance. Built under the guidance of world's top aerospace leaders, the company is a 
worldwide official provider of NASA's Team Building & Leadership Program, offering 
international clients access to the same tools and techniques used by NASA and Fortune 500 
companies in their highly complex projects. 
 
Dragos is a PhD candidate in space sciences at the University of Siegen in Germany and a 
graduate of the Business & Management Department at the International Space University 
Space Studies Program 2012 hosted by Florida Institute of Technology and NASA Kennedy 
Space Center. He is involved in  major European space programmes and projects and for his 
research and scientific achievements Dragos received several international awards from 
entities like the European Space Agency ESA, European Union Satellite Center EUSC, 
DigitalGlobe Inc. USA, IEEE Geoscience and Remote Sensing Society in Canada, International 
Society of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing in Australia. He is member of several 
international research committees and invited peer reviewer for various scientific journals 
and publications.  
 
Dragos is presently a National Geographic collaborator and is actively involved in projects 
with top leaders from NASA, European Space Agency ESA, DLR German Aerospace Center, 
Stanford University, Florida Institute of Technology, International Space University, and 
many other organizations worldwide. As a speaker, he has been on stage on five continents - 
Europe, North America, Asia, Australia and Antarctica.  
 
"I love your story, it's a beautiful story, it's inspirational!" 
- Steve VAI, Musician  
 
"I was straightaway seduced by Dragos' ability to go to the point and lead some of the 
activities of our program. Dragos leads by example and everyone within our group his 
enthusiasm and dedication both inspiring and motivating. He undoubtedly created and 
demonstrated excellent multi-cultural skills in innovation and design thinking. He is an 
exceptional creative and forward thinking fellow who knows how to foster cooperation in a 
group and produce excellent results. He is an absolute professional; and it is a joy to work 
with him."  
- Prof. Dr. Guy Andre Boy, Chief Scientist NASA Kennedy Space Center & Director of Human 
Centered Design, Florida Institute of Technology 


